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Abstract

Inhalation therapy has been a cardinal way to deliver medication topically into pulmonary system in order to alleviate various symptoms
associated with respiratory disorders. In particular, drug delivered via the vibrating mesh nebulizer has gained much momentum in recent years
due to its versatility and relatively affordable retail price. However, traditional method of manufacturing the critical nebulizing module involved
micro-eletroforming of metal-alloy mesh which proved to be costly, time-consuming and unstable at times. Whether an alternative strategy
existed that potentially circumvents persisting dilemma has never, heretofore, been considered. Our data showed for the first time that a novel
laser dry-etching based technology can effectively generate smooth and clean micro-pores on the surface of a polymer-based mesh. Using 248
nm UV range excimer laser processing, consistent aperture diameter can be rapidly drilled on our polyimide mesh. When atomizing Ventolin, our
nebulizer (Pocket Air) showed superior aerosol diameter (MMAD), lung deposition rate, and drug delivery efficiency compared to a world
leading brand, NE-U22 from Omron. Evidence provided here also demonstrated that our innovative mesh manufacturing capacity and Pocket Air
enabled successful nebulization to potentially enhance patient compliance and drug delivery efficacy.

Experimental equipment and method
In brief, the 248 nm UV range excimer laser source (with output power
350 mJ and firing frequency of 100 kHz), optical path system, and laser
dynamic control module were integrated to explore the relationship
between different laser shots and the size of micro-pore generated (Fig.
1). Upon finishing PI mesh, it was assembled together with a piezoelectric actuator and a stainless steel plate to make nebulizing module.
When an electric current was applied, all three components worked in
unison where by the oscillatory motion created the final aerosol (Fig. 3).
Completed nebulizing module was then incorporated into our product
(Pocket Air from MicroBase Technology Corp) whereby the aerosol
generating and airway deposition performances were compared against
a commercially available predicate device NE-U22 from OMRON (Fig.
4). A common nebulizing medication Ventolin was used in the
evaluation where the aerosol particle size, deposition quantity and rate
were measured and analyzed by breathing simulator (BRS; Copley),
next generation impactor (NGI; Copley) and HPLC (Waters) (Fig. 2).
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In summary, current investigation yielded critical evidence revealing that our special excimer
laser-etching technology can create polymer-based nebulizing meshes that has surpassed the
capacity and replaced conventional metal-alloy meshes. Our new method provides a more
economical and safer approach to manufacture vibrating mesh nebulizers and at the same time
delivers drug more efficiently than a world leading brand. Through continuous efforts in
research and development, we aim to develop novel inhalation therapeutic devices to improve
patient compliance and clinical efficacy.
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